by showing the processes and background of your daily consumptions. Bon appetit.

The project becomes a link in the city by optimising and destressing urban mobility, get us a little bit more connected to this fast and complex chain. This project shows all the processes and logistics behind your daily consumption. To even when the food chain is digitalising and thus getting more distant to human
centre of The Hague with its business district.

Secondly, the building host several food related functions such as a bakery, brewery
covered kilometres.

This distribution centre is supplied at night by cargo trams using the unused tram
requirements and the energy demand of a new proposed urban distribution centre.

In the first half year of my graduation I researched the effects, the flows, the spatial
decrease of the amount of movements within the city and the amount of motorized
problem by functioning as an urban distribution centre. This results first hand in a
est action radius as possible.

With the rise of online orders, the spatial requirements  our cities already changed.

The Hague. The Dutch city with the most traffic congestion of all cities. Cities are
ever increasing.

The way food is grown, distributed and consumed has been changed over the years.

Technologies in mobility changes - think of the impact of the railroad - the behaviour

impact on thousands of cities. What is  the impact of these trends and innovations on

of the people changed, restaurants emerged and gigantic supermarkets have a huge

growing and urban mobility is getting worse. The amount of freight going in cities is

Two pavillions. Both showing their own Zeitgeist.
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Food court

1. Fire exit

2. Technical room

3. Restrooms

4. Social scale

5. Building scale

6. Food court

7. Vertical conveyor

8. Sushi

9. Vegetarian

10. Grill

11. Dining area

12. Coffee

13. Pizza

14. Coffee

15. Vegetarian

16. Pizza

17. Storage

18. Tram station

19. Traffic spotting place
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